


We partner with the Top 1% of mentors

in the world and build high impact Live
Instructor-led learning programs for

Organizations.
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Our Mission & Impact
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Mentors from brands likeMentors from brands likeMentors from brands like   

We are featured In 



Featured InFeatured InFeatured In   

Click to read the whole article

https://www.aninews.in/news/business/business/edtech-company-prepzee-to-train-100000-it-aspirants-globally20221201180238/


Tools to help your team grow
Give your team a trusted skill development solution that allows them to

build in-demand skill in a way that's personalized to their current
knowledge and preferred way to learn.

Helping Thousands of Organizations Build Tech Skills At Scale

On Premise Training Online Instructor Led Training

Free Certification ContentCourse Customization

Get trained in your campus 
with our Instructors

Access 20+ Free Certification Courses
that are aligned with and help your team 

to prepare for industry certification.

Live Online Training with Our
 Instructors,Learn from anywhere.

Get Tailor-Made designed curriculum
according to your training needs.





Choose any Skill from our Treasure toChoose any Skill from our Treasure toChoose any Skill from our Treasure to
Upskill your teamUpskill your teamUpskill your team

Want a Custom Plan? Chat with Us

http://www.prepzee.com/
https://wa.link/8rxtba
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Industry Industry Industry ExpertsExpertsExperts

Nitesh Prajapat

Vaibhav

Neeraj 

Venkatesh G

Senior cloud architect at Capgemini

Cybersecurity manager at Cisco

Python Senior Data Engineer at IBM

Microsoft , Adobe & amp ; AWS certified young and dynamic
professional with 14+ years of industry experience . Trained 8200+
professionals , and counting , on all cloud technologies .

Always learning and always yearning , have delivered more than
200+ mentoring / training sessions online on Cyber Security , CEH ,
CCNA , Microsoft Azure , and Network Security to more than 20000
students .

Skilled in Python , Microsoft Azure , ETL , Big Data , Herok technolo
gies and frameworks with practical hands - on experience from the
last 12 years .

Engaging , understanding , and knowledgeable technical trainer with
over 18 years of experience in a variety of software pro grams and
technologies including Data Science , Artificial Intelli gence , Data
Engineering , Business Intelligence AWS , Azure and GCP , DevOps ,
AEM , IOS , UI / UX .



As a Data Engineer , I have 15+ experience working on different cloud
environments on various projects.I currently lead multi - work stream
projects as a Cloud analyst and DevOps Engineer.Work on DevOps Tools :
Git Hub , Jenkins , Ansible , Docker , Kubernetes

Sidharth  
Hewlett Packard DevOps Engineer

Manohar G

Rahul Sachdeva

Manish Jaiswal 

Pratik K

Senior Analyst at Accenture

Network Manager - TCS

Technical lead Pfizer

Group head Analyst JPMorgan

15+ Years of Experience in Automation , DevOps , Software Testing
with Testing Tools ( Industry & Training ) . Having Experience in
Manual Testing , and Automation & amp ; Performance Testing 

An Information security enthusiast and a security researcher for the
past 10+ yrs . He specialises in domains ranging from responsible
and diversified exposure in project & amp ; program management ,
System , Network & amp ; Internet Security . 

Takes real pride and joy in his work , a cloud and web develop ment
professional having an experience of 12+ Years in Cloud cost
optimization , Cloud solution architect , and Disaster . recovery .

Expertise in Tableau and SQL from the last 12 years . As a Tableau
Developer , Proficient in designing and developing data visual izations
using Tableau and working with Tableau Desktop , Tableau Server .



What Our LearnersWhat Our LearnersWhat Our Learners
Have Have Have To SayTo SayTo Say

Manish Saini

Nishant Jain

Amit Sharma

Vise President Fit Web

Senior Devops Engineer at Encora

Senior Software Engineer at Visa

We wanted to train our team in Data lake , snowflake and shared the
requirement with Prepzee we are thankful they have given the
curriculum which we were looking for and went with the training for a
team of 20 people including me . The training was amazing .

I enrolled for DevOps Azure certification . The course gave me the right
number of pointers and resources to handle my ongoing projects in
DevOps to handle the team of DevOps and Azure .

My overall experience was great and Prepzee has helped me in
switching my career from java developer to cloud by providing training
from industry experts . I enrolled for Azure Certification training which
covered all pointers of Azure .
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We are available 24*7

prepzee.com

For Further Details, Contact Us

corp@prepzee.com
+91-7793068396
+91-90822 39157

https://prepzee.com/corporate-training/

